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Introduction
Speech is a signal that exhibits considerable variability and possesses a complex underlying structure. In
order to determine phonetic correlates of the speech signal it is important to take this structure into
account. However to specify the structure in advance of any analysis at the necessary level of detail would
be a very difficult task. One would have to ensure that any fned structure imposed was appropriate.
Computational techniques from thk parallel distributed processing paradigm appear useful for this type of
problem because they have potential for acquiring internal structure automatically by means of a training
procedure.
The multi-layer perceptronl provides a means of performing complex pattern recognition and feature detection
tasks. It is capable of implementing non-linear transformations which may be found by means of an iterative
training procedure, known at the generalized delta rule. Such a technique is therefore of particular interest
in determining elementary phonetic attributes of the speech signal, as first results ~ u ~ ~ e s t ~ , ~ .
This paper describes the application of an MLP network to the feature-labelling of simple speech material.
The output of the network is a feature vector for each input time-window. The network can be viewed as
either a pre-processing stage for a phonetic recognition system, or simply as a non-linear data reduction of
the signal for input to pattern-matching recognisers.
A difficulty for such a system is the determination of the appropriate time-window over which to "view" the

signal. The nature of speech is such that there exist constraints in the signal that extend over different
time-windows, The size of the window depends on the "level" of abstraction of the aspect of the speech.
For example, the effects of articulator dynamics result in constraints over shorter windows than morphology
or syntax.
For the feature labelling task, the use of a wide time window will help in establishing a "context" for the
frame under scrutiny. However, the larger the window, the more different input vectors are possible, and
hence the greater the size of the 'training set required. With a limited training set it becomes difficult to
determine the decision boundary. We believe the solution to this problem is to build a classifier in a number
of layers, with each layer having access to a larger time-window. Thus the current work uses a small
window on the signal (30ms) but is eventually to be part of a classification system that operates at a higher
level of abstraction.
Feature detector construction
Fig 1 shows the architecture of the feature-detection system used in the experiments. The input speech
signal is encoded into 19-channel log energies using a vocoder4. The input window of the detector is over 3
10ms frames of the vocoder output, with the top 50dB of the energies mapped to the scale 0 to 1. The
output of the detector consists of six feature values: silence, frication, vocalic, nasality, front-back vowel
quality and open-close vowel quality. The f ~ sfour
t features are binary, the last two are multi-valued.
The transformations that may be performed by a multi-layer perceptron are determined by its hidden units.
With no hidden units, it performs as a linear classifier. With one layer of hidden units, the decision
boundary can be curved or a closed linear region. With two layers of hidden units, the decision boundary
may be of arbitrary complexity. In the feature detection system we have chosen a single layer of 12 hidden
units. It is hoped this number provides a "bottleneck" in the communication between the inputs and the
outputs, forcing generalisations of the input data without requiring large numbers of training cycles during
the learning phase.
Speech corms and method
The speech data used in these experiments consisted of 20 repetitions of the digits spoken by a single male
speaker in an anechoic room. The data was low-pass filtered and digitised at 10kHz and passed through a 19* ~ e ~ a r t m eofn tPhonetics and Linguistics, University College London, London WClE 6BT.

channel vocoder. One instance of each digit was hand-annotated, and repetitions of each digit were
annotated automatically from the reference by a dynamic-programming procedure 5 . A simple look-up table
was used to transform the phonemic annotations to a frame feature matrix for training. Ten repetitions of
the digits were used for training and ten for testing. The MLP training algorithms were run for 20 passes.
The algorithms were all written in C and ran under Unix on a Masscomp MC5500 series computer.
Evaluation of Results
The results produced are in the form of the feature waveforms and also, in the case of binary features, in
the form of equal hitlfalse alarm rates. The latter measure is derived from the receiver operating
characteristic of a particular feature detector. This involves choosing a threshold such that the number of
correct classifications (hits) equals the number of false classifications (false alarms).
~xperiment1
In the first experiment, the feature detector was trained directly on the anechoic speech to establish a
baseline performance. Fig 2 shows typical feature detector waveforms for the digit "5" in the test set.
Notice that the silence, frication and voicing detectors operate as expected, and that the diphthong is tracked
by the vowel-quality detectors from an open half-front position to a close front position. Fig 3 shows the
digit "1". Notice the activation of the nasal detector, and the differential transition rates of the two vowel
quality detectors during /W/. Good results were obtained for all the digits with the exception of the voiced
fricative in seven which was almost entirely ignored by the frication detector. The performance of the binary
feature detectors on the anechoic data was as follows:
Feature
Hit-rate (at equal error)
SILENCE
93.6%
FRICATION
86.4%
VOCALIC
95.5%
NASALITY
92.3%
The performance of the frication detector is low due to the mis-labelling of "7". Errors are almost entirely
at the borders of detected regions of the signal.
Experiment 2
In order to get some idea of the performance of the features in the presence of background noise, the
feature detectors were then run (for both training and test modes) on speech contaminated to 3 dB SNR with
uniform density white noise. The SNR was defined in terms of the windows of the signals, of length 500mS,
that contained the maximum power.
Feature
Hit-rate (at equal errod
SILENCE
70.9%
FRICATION
61.8%
VOCALIC
89.1%
NASALITY
68.9%
It can be seen that the delection of silence and frication have been affected the most by the white noise.
This is to be expected, since it is difficult to distinguish between the background noise and the presence of
frication. The detection of vocalic features was the least affected.
Experiment 3
In order to give some indication of performance in more natural noisy conditions, the feature detectors were
run on the speech was contaminated to 0 dB SNR with "canteen" noise (environmental noise from the college
refectory at lunch-time). The SNR was defined as before.
Feature
Hit-rate (at equal error1
SILENCE
81.4%
F'RICATION
78.8%
87.3%
VOCALIC
NASALITY
69.8%
,

The detection of all features are again somewhat worse than in experiment 1, but better than in experiment
2. The exception is the vocalic feature, which gave poorer performance than in experiment 2. The most

likely explanation for this is that because the canteen noise contains the background conversations of other
speakers, it interferes more with the vocalic aspect of the speech than the white noise.
Conclusions
The results show that it is possible to train a MLP to extract sensible acoustic-phonetic features. It is felt
that these features may be more appropriate than grosser measures of signal quality for applications such as
speech recognition. One possible reason for their usefulness is that they may give a lower data-rate
representation without discarding useful information. The absolute performance of the network above should
only be gauged as part of a recognition system. This work would benefit from the use of more training data,
particularly from more than one speaker. It would also be worthwhile to investigate what micro-features of
the speech data the hidden units were detecting.
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Figure 1. Architecture of mu1 ti-layer perceptron feature detectors.
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Figure 2. Speech pressure waveform, phonemic transcript ion, vocoder output
and feature waveforms for the digit "fivett.
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Figure 3. Speech pressure waveform, phonemic transcription, ~ o c o d e routput
and feature waveforms for the digit "one".

